UK Winter 2021/22 Final Weather Report

A Typical Little Ice Age & Waning Sunspots/Gulf Stream Winter!
Little Ice Age Winters in relation to waning sunspots and an ever changing Gulf Stream is
something that we have covered extensively via Exacta Weather, YouTube and several national
news articles since 2010 below.

Since these long term solar and oceanographic predictions were made - we have seen NASA
make a big turnaround in their solar cycle projections to reveal that we are currently in the lowest
solar cycle in over a century. In addition to this we are now also seeing Gulf Stream currents at
their slowest in the last 1600 years based on recent scientific research.
The recent evidence is largely based on freshwater input and salinity levels in the North Atlantic,
and although these factors do have an important bearing on how the current functions – the
primary driver and engine for heating the Gulf Stream and long term ocean phases such as the
Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) come from high solar activity levels and energetic sunspots.
Solar activity levels and meridional flow continue at weak levels, and energetic sunspots in any real
numbers or large clusters are something of the past. These low numbers also have repercussions
on what happens further down the line, in terms of additional low solar activity and an increasing
lack of sunspots. The freshwater input and salinity levels may help to substantiate previous and
incorrect third-party global warming and sea level rise projections, but Arctic sea ice growth will
return to normal due to low solar activity and invalidate these claims as the Little Ice Age pattern
takes more of a hold in the coming years and decades.
DECEMBER
December is likely to start on a seasonal note and the cold shots from the back end of autumn are
likely to continue into the first month of the meteorological winter. Cold is likely to be prevalent
through much of the month, with any less cold/mild weather being restricted to a cluster of days
during the first half of the month, which could bring some cold rain events/Ice at times to parts
further south to begin with. However, from mid-month and into the final third of December could
see some sudden stratospheric movements to bring about an even colder north-east/easterly wind
direction that could persist as the more dominant feature for a number of weeks (2-4 on current
projections) from at least the final third of the month and into the first half of January.
Wintry weather and snow will accompany these cold conditions throughout the month too, and
some notable snow events will be recorded across some large swathes of the country. For in and
around the 6th could see a sleety mix developing before turning to snow later, and from in and
around the 16th - 19th could see some widespread and heavy snow showers developing for many
and continuing into the end of the year. Current projections are more favourable for a largely dry
but cold Christmas Day period with any snow more likely in the north, particularly, in parts of northwest England. However, things can change quickly for just a 24 hour period, so we can't entirely
rule out a true White Christmas in parts further south. Overnight and widespread frosts could also
see temperatures consistently dropping to -10C or more within this period, possibly even colder if
the cold NE/easterly winds develop as expected.
A colder and drier/near-average month overall.
JANUARY
We expect January to take the same route as December in terms of another colder than average
month overall. Further snow events are likely, particularly, during the first half of the month and
during the very start to the month/New Year. We must allow for some deviations here in exact
timing for any major and sudden stratospheric warming/movement (SSW) that we have forecast
during mid-winter (mid Dec to mid Jan) to change our weather/jet-stream, and some changes could
be required to the severity of any prevalent or developing easterly weather pattern for this period.
Later in January could offer some reprise from the cold and wintry conditions as some less cold or
potentially even mild weather sweeps our shores for several days as some potentially hostile
weather arrives from the Atlantic. Despite warming things up we could still some transient and
notable snow as any heavy rain and high winds arrive and clash with the cooler and stagnated air
across our shores.
A colder and drier/near-average month overall.

FEBRUARY
February is likely to bring a mixed bag of cold and wintry weather to unsettled weather with some
wet days and high winds when near-normal temperatures exist. Our current indications still
suggest some flirtations with cold to near normal temperatures for the time of the year for much of
the month as a real battle of cold versus mild weather starts to develop. When milder weather does
push in off the Atlantic there will often come the associated risk for further transient and heavy
snow across large parts of the country before melting later. Current indications suggest a less cold
start to the month and a follow-on of alternating weather before the cold and wintry weather starts
to make another appearance later in the month and into March.
A near-average to average rainfall for the month overall.

CONCLUSION
The current chances for a Little Ice Age Winter on the basis of waning sunspots and Gulf Stream
changes are currently high, and December is likely to continue with the notable shots of cold and
snow from the latter part of Autumn. We currently expect to see some 'major' sudden stratospheric
movements throughout this winter and to bring some even colder north-east/easterly winds that
could persist as the more dominant feature for a number of weeks, particularly from the final third
of December and into the first half of January.
However, we must allow for some deviations in exact timing for any and sudden stratospheric
warming/movement (SSW) that we have forecast from mid-winter (mid Dec to mid Jan) to change
our weather/jet-stream, and some changes could be required to the severity of any prevalent or
developing easterly weather pattern for this period.
We can therefore expect to see and have high confidence in the most cold and wintry conditions
since December 2010 developing throughout December and January, but as to how this will be
reflected on afterwards in terms of records could prove difficult as we are currently seeing an
overlapping period of extensive cold and widespread snow with some deviations at times in
December and January.
Late Winter and into February is likely to offer some reprise from the cold at times as unsettled
weather pushes in off the Atlantic. However, this is likely to be short-lived as we could see some
further 'major' stratospheric movement bringing a return to winter during late February and well into
March 2022.
Further information to follow in the Spring 2022 Forecast...
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